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FEATURES 
• Measure offset and gain of 

OpAmps 
• Non-invasive, work online 

without isolating the DUT 
OpAmp from its surrounding 
feedback networks 

• Accurate test stimulations 
are NOT needed. 

• Self-calibrate in digital 
domain. 

 
TEST INTERFACE 

• IEEE P1687 

 

IO REQUIREMENTS 
• INPUTS 
o DUT_input 
o DUT_output 

• IOUTS 
o IEEE P1687 interface 

 

PARAMETERS 
• INPUTS 
o Analogue voltages, high 

impedance 
• IOUTS 
o Digital input to set ctrl 

register 
o Digital output to read the 

4 offset registers and 2 
gain registers. The final 
gain and offset results 
need to calculate from 
these 6 registers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 OVERVIEW 
Reliability effect in CMOS, like NBTI, can influence the offset of OpAmps. So 
an embedded instrument IP for analog OpAmp tests is proposed in this 
document. It can provide the exact gain and offset values of OpAmps 
instead of only pass\slash fail result. What's more, it is an non-invasive 
monitor and can work online without isolating the DUT OpAmp from its 
surrounding feedback networks. Nor does it require accurate test 
stimulations. In addition, the embedded instrument can remove its own 
offsets without additional complex self-calibration circuits. All self-calibrations 
are completed in the digital domain after each measurement in real time. 
Therefore it is also suitable for aging-sensitive applications, in which the 
monitor may suffer from aging mechanisms and has additional offset drifts 
as well.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE IP ARCHITECTURE 

 
 
The EI architecture is shown in the figure above. It is a full differential 
system. The programmable amplifier is combined with the comparison gain 
stage. There are 10 bits available to program the gain from 1 to 1000. The 
detector circuit for output is also depicted in the figure. It is a voltage-shifter 
circuit which is used to determine the ``strong'' 1 and 0. The ``strong'' means 
one input is much larger or much smaller than the other input. The control 
logic control switches SW1, SW2, and SW3, as well as switch-mixers SM1 
and SM2. These are the same kind of switch-mixers employed in chopper-
stabilization. Based on the signal detector and the 10-bits configurations of 
the programmable amplifier, the digital controller logic can find six results 
and write into registers as from ``Offset Reg 1'' to ``Gain Reg 2''. These 
registers contain four solutions for the offset measurement, and two 
solutions for the gain measurement. The self-calibrated offset and gain 
results can be calculated using the CPU inside the SoC. The control register 
``Ctrl Reg'' is used to communicate with the digital world. It controls the 
monitor like ``start'', ``reset'', ``enable'', ``error'' and ``ready''. All these 
registers are communicating via the IEEE P1687 interface. 
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For the detailed theory of the proposed EI, please refer to the paper:  
 
J. Wan and H. Kerkhoff, “An embedded offset and gain instrument for 
OpAmp  IPs,” in Design, Automation and Test in Europe Conference 
and Exhibition  (DATE), 2014, 2014, pp. 1–4. 
 
 
 
The IP is composed of the following modules : 
 
 MODULE 1: Multiplier 
The four-quadrant trans-conductance multiplier is based on FVF technology. 
Actually, the multiplier is not a rail-to-rail input circuit. Its maximum input 
range is from 0 to 0.6V. In this EI design, the rail-to-rail capability is realized 
by dividing both inputs with two and finally amplify the multiplication result by 
four. 
 
 MODULE 2: Programmable amplifier and the comparator gain stage 
The digital programmable amplifier and the comparator gain stage are 
combined into an instrumentation-amplifier like system. The 10-bits digital 
programmability is realized by two ``R-2R'' resistor ladders. The comparator 
gain stage is realized in a subtractive circuit format together with a gain G. In 
order to reach a 1000 times close-loop amplification, the open-loop gain of 
the OpAmps should be at least 80dB. The OpAmp design applies a 
constant-gm controlled rail-to-rail input stage, a folding mesh summary stage 
and a class-AB rail-to-rail output stage. A gain boosting technique is used to 
further increase the gain. Simulation results show the gains of the OpAmp 
above 80dB for all input common mode voltages. 
 
 MODULE 3: Digital controller and IEEE P1687 interface 
The digital controller control the operation of the EI and monitor the output 
signal. If the correct output is detected, the controller will write the current 
state setting into its registers. After all states are found, the controller will 
send the ready signal to the system and waiting for the information to be 
read out. The communication between EI and system is through IEEE 
P1687 interface.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://tdt.ewi.utwente.nl/  For technical info, please contact: 
Email: h.g.kerkhoff@utwente.nl 
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DELIVERABLES 
• Architecture of the IP 

 
 

LIMITATIONS 
 
• The quality of the multiplier, 

especially the gain of the 
multiplier need to be stable. 
Otherwise the transfer 
function of the EI will be 
influenced and the accuracy 
of the measured offsets and 
gains will be degraded.  

• Although the EI can self-
calibrate its own offset, the 
offsets inside the EI cannot 
be too large. Otherwise the 
detector can be saturated 
and cannot detect the 
correct offset values. 

 
 

IP CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS  
First, “reset” the IP and then set the IP to “start”. The IP will take around 
200ms to search all offset and gain solutions. Finally, six results in total 
should be written to registers and a “ready” is reported in the control register, 
otherwise an “error” will be reported. The rest of self-calibration calculations 
are carried out in the CPU of the SoC. 
 
IP TEST MESSAGES  
• For offset measurements, there is an additive error which is less than 

0.1mV, and a multiplying error which is around 10% of the measured 
result. 

• For gain measurements, the error is about -2.5dB. 
• The theoretical detectable range is 100µV---100mV for the offset, and 0--

-60dB for the gain. However, in this test circuit, the maximum detectable 
gain is about 40dB and the maximum detectable offset is 70mV. If the 
gain and offset are too large, the theoretical signal value of V_c will be 
above the 1.2V supply limit and causes the monitor to saturate. It may be 
possible to solve this problem by making G programmable between 1 
and 10 as well instead of fixing at 10. The minimum offset value 100µV is 
also not always reachable. It is because the V_c sometimes changes 
only when β is smaller than 1, which is not reachable for the monitor at 
such a small offset. So the actual range for the offset is 200µV---70mV, 
and 0---40dB for the gain.  

• The testing time for the EI is dependent on the frequency of the input 
signal. The maximum testing time could be 240 times the input signal 
period. For example, the maximum possible input signal frequency is 
30KHz due to the EI bandwidth limitation. In this input frequency, the 
testing time of the EI is 8ms.  

• The total current consumption is around 3mA without optimization for low 
power operation. 

 
 
VALIDATION RESULTS 
The EI circuit has been simulated in Cadence Spectre with the help of 
RelXpert for reliability simulations. An full differential gain-boosted OpAmp is 
engaged as the DUT OpAmp with a negative feedback loop and the close-
loop gain is equal to 5. The input signal of the DUT is assumed to be a 1KHz 
sine wave with 20mV amplitude.  
 
In order to validate the EI, five random generated gain and offsets 
combinations were applied. The simulation results are shown in the table 
below. 
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Due to reliability effects, the mean value of the DUT offset will degrade in 
time, which is shown in the figure below. The aged DUT offset is shown by 
black stars, and the EI measurement result in the corresponding time is 
marked as red circles. The EI result follows the DUT offset well and the error 
is around 10%. Therefore, the proposed OpAmp EI can be used as a 
dependability monitor for the DUT OpAmp. 
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